
CSUF PD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

297
BWC of an OIS which took
place in a Columbus Ohio
hospital

Review and discuss what could have been done differently in an
incident that resulted in an OIS.

To emphasize the importance of searching subjects completely prior to transport even if it is
not necessarily a criminal matter. Also to show the importance of paying attention to body
language, items located during the search, as well as maintaining physical control of subjects.

No

298 Diabetic emergencies Review responses to diabetic emergencies Understanding and recognizing diabetic emergencies and being able to respond appropriately Yes
299 Timely Warning Criteria Review Timely Warning Criteria Understand when to implement a timely warning Yes

300

Mental Health Ally Training Mental Health Ally discussion on mental health in the BIPOC and
LGBTQ community, stigmas surrounding mental health, resources
available to CSUF students, taking care of your own mental health,
what physical and psychological conditions are common for people
struggling with their mental health, and mental health crisis.

The Mental Health Ally training focused on what it means to be an informed ally, what mental
health looks like, and how to become an ally.

Yes

301
DEI policies linked to
decrease in free speech
support on campus, surveys
show

Review article on DEI policies linked to decrease in free speech
support on campus, surveys show

Know and understand current DEI trends Yes

302 Video on SFSU Protest Review of video that showed violent reactions of protesters at SFSU
after controversial speaker discussed transgenders athletes.

Maintain understanding of possible criminal activity committed and the appropriate law
enforcement response in relation to a similar speaker possibly coming to CSUF

Yes

303 CSUF CARES Referral
Form

Discussed where to find the referral form on CSUF website Educated on when the form is needed and what is expected and how detailed information
needs to be.

Yes

304 CSUF PD General Order 5-
5: Response to Fire Alarms

Review CSUF PD General Order 5-5: Response to Fire Alarms Know and understand General Order 5-5: Response to Fire Alarms Yes

305
California bill banning the
use of police canines for
arrests and crowd control
passes first vote

Discussion about 6-2 vote in favor of banning the use of canine
police dogs for arrests, crowd control, and assistance in
apprehension of suspects.

Discuss how bite dogs are needed in our profession and what a detriment it will be to not
have them if all the votes pass.

Yes

306
Assembly Bill 48 The shift discussed mobile field force and protest tactics related to

AB 48 on use of force. AB 48 prohibits the use of kinetic energy
projectiles or chemical agents by law enforcement to disperse any
assembly, protest, or demonstration.

This shift discussed the unlawful use of kinetic energy projectiles or chemical agents used to
disperse any assembly, protest, or demonstration.

No

307
Arizona PD rolls out new
program to report minor
traffic issues

Discussion about Arizona’s new reporting program for violations such
as speeding, racing, and reckless driving by filling out a survey rather
than calling 911.

To discuss the issues with this type of program in the community and for the police
department.

Yes

308
Ensuring response to proper
address during a call for
service

Review of an OIS in Farmington, NM where police responded to the
wrong address of a call for service. Homeowner answered the door
with a firearm and two OIS's ensued.

Ensuring proper response to addresses, especially in large apartment complexes in the city
that have numerous addresses in a single complex. Verify license plates in driveways to have
dispatch possibly catch any discrepancies in the addresses officers should be responding to.
Verify proper address with partner before attempting contact.

No

309 Tactics Dicusssion Officers were shown bodycam footage of an OIS from Lodi CA To discuss and positives and negatives of the incident and to learn from what the officers did
well and what they (individuals in briefing) would do differently.

No

310
Gavin Newsom sending
National Guard to San
Francisco to assist in the
Fentanyl Crisis

Discussion about the Fentanyl crisis and how the National Guard is
being sent to San Francisco PD to assist with the homeless
population as well as the drug problem.

To make officers aware of assistance being provided to other PD's around the state. Yes

311 Outreach is more than just a
word

Discuss "Outreach is more than just a word" video To understand the importance of community outreach Yes

312
Retention, recruitment,
morale issues in law
enforcement nationwide.

Provided information from different departments nationwide where
they're experiencing issues related to retaining officers, recruiting
new officers, and how it is affecting morale of existing officers.

Discuss and highlight that although agencies are short staffed, they're doing the best to retain
and recruit officers using signing bonus incentive. Additionally being creative on how to boost
morale within the department.

Yes

313
DUI Update Ofc. Nelson briefed officers on updates regarding DUI cases and

investigations.
- DUI Investigation tests
- Recent court cases and effects on officers
- McNeely Warrant

No

314 Portland State University
rearms officers

Training discussed how the university regretted original decision to
disarm officers.

Discuss the rationale behind their original decision to disarm officers followed by a sharp
increase in crime on and off campus leading them to rearm officers.

Yes
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